
Year 1 & 2 Comments 
Please comment in general about the usefulness of the session 
I have thoroughly enjoyed the session. To gain a greater insight into the inner ‘workings’+ the 
school is invaluable as a parent. The ‘walk through’ really helped in understanding the direction of 
the school/space/logistics and to see the classes in action was lovely. I am inspired! 

Great to hear more about the school, curriculum, and planned actions. Nice to go into my child’s 
classroom and see them in action and in their daily environment. Great to hear honest 
interpretation of OFSTED inspection and report. 

It was great to hear about what is going on in school and how you are responding to your Ofsted 
report.  
It was also wonderful to walk around the school to see children in their rooms working. 

It was heartening to hear that you are sticking to your principles and agree that generally our 
impression is that the overall wellbeing of the child is being considered. This is as important to me 
as any other education aspiration. Time in the class was brilliant. As a parent that isn’t often able 
to do pick up/drop off, 10 minutes looking around at what is going on and 5 minutes talking to the 
teacher is brilliant. 

It was really great to understand the Ofsted process and where the school was deemed to have 
fallen short. This has put my mind at rest and reassured me that there is nothing to worry about. 
I got a quick demo of … writing improvement with a simple tool which I can easily implement at 
home too so I will be talking home some homework myself.  

Great! Informative and reassuring.  
Keep up the good work. 
Thank you for the honesty. 

Thank you so much for inviting us. It was extremely useful to hear about the process of Ofsted as I 
was not familiar with it.  
I thoroughly appreciate your honestly and openness on how difficult and challenging the process 
was. It is lovely to have a chance to see … in her classroom.  

It was nice to have the chance to come into school and learn more about the workings. 
It’s always lovely to spend time with my child in class. 
Thank you!  

Very useful to have a better understanding of the curriculum and how this relates to Ofsted. From 
my understanding, I feel reassured that the school is already ‘doing’ the necessary hard work for 
delivering the very good education to the children and a lot of the ‘required improvement’ is more 
about having the work written down.  

Great! Lovely to see the children in class setting. 
No need to explain about Ofsted we know the school is great! 
My children are learning and happy and that is all that matters, not the correct paperwork. 

Good to have this session as I came to know more about the curriculum and purpose of mixing 
groups. Class visit was really good and it gave me the opportunity that how and what he is doing in 
the classes (my kids discussed plenty of things in the given time. I was really happy with that) 

Useful to have opportunity to ask questions and to look around the school. More feedback on 
what we could be doing at home would be helpful. 

It was helpful to be able to ask questions about school and have a more in depth discussion about 
Ofsted and year groups. 

Very useful. Good to understand school’s perspective on the Ofsted outcome and see the plans 
put in place to address the things that were identified as needing attention. 
Also nice to see my child in his class environment. 

The session reassures that the school is taking actions to improve and also how much they value 
individual kids and parents. 
Gives a good understanding of what our child does in class and the environment she is growing up. 
 



 

Would be great on a consistent pattern to keep us informed of school stuff. Sometimes it’s better 
asking management than the child’s specific teacher. Sometimes it’s easier to put out a smoulder 
than an inferno, when it comes to keeping us informed and stopping ‘fake news’. 

Really good to hear the background to the Ofsted report. Makes more sense now! 
Good to go over aspects of the curriculum. Lovely to see the children in their class also. Generally 
good to be involved, hear how the school runs and how the children are doing. 

Was lovely to get a feel for the school and where the hall and classrooms are. 
The Ofsted report understanding was really helpful. It sounds like you have all be through a lot. 
Thank you for sharing your journey. 

Very useful. Good overview of the school operation. Staff is always helpful in and around the 
school. 

Fabulous as expected. Lovely to see the school as a whole and gain a better understanding of how 
and why it is ran, especially after Ofsted. 
Lessons for parents on how children are taught. E.g. maths calculations. 

Found the session really useful and helpful. 
Give me more insight into how much work the teachers do and how much stress they have to 
manage. I knew the teachers at Westmoor were great but I didn’t realise how amazing they are. 

To find out more in depth of the Ofsted report and how the children are being taught. There is a 
lot more behind the scenes that teachers are doing. Can’t fault anything! 

Useful to hear more about the inspection and how that was conducted both by the school and 
Ofsted. Great to see action already being taken. 

Very useful to ask questions which I have not had the opportunity to ask previously. Honestly 
answered queries. 

Very useful and honest insight into the school and the information explained clearly regarding the 
Ofsted inspection. Lovely to be able to visit my child’s class and see the displays around school. 

Very useful and honest session, Mrs Trundley was very open regarding the structure of school, the 
Ofsted report and how school is responding to it. She has given clear information regarding the 
curriculum, and how children are assessed and given confidence (more than ever) in how 
supportive the teachers are but also how much they know our children. 
 

Really useful to get a better understanding of the Ofsted recommendations, how the curriculum is 
delivered. The discussion on the mixed classes way interesting, and has helped my understanding 
of how they work and where Ofsted saw weaknesses. 
 

I really enjoyed the opportunity to see the school while the children were learning. The 
conversation and questions in such a small group was very informative. I would love to see this 
happening regularly to give me a good idea of what my son is doing. 

The breakdown and understanding of the Ofsted report was insightful and gives clarity on what it 
actually means to the children. Seeing the environment the children work in was lovely and 
allowing them to show us their work. 

Very useful meeting giving us a true insight of how school is run. Mrs Trundley answered all my 
questions. Thank you. 

Explaining more about the mixed classes and how they are taught. 
Very informative regarding curriculum and what the children are learning. 

This session was very useful, lots of confidence and knowledge of the next steps for the school. 
Easy to ask questions and plenty of opportunity to ask questions. 


